1. Find the **United Kingdom**. It is on page ___ at grid reference __ __. What is the city that is marked on the map? ___________

2. Find the **United States Of America**. It is on page ___.
   Name one **city** in grid reference C 3. ________.
   Name the **river** marked in square C 4. ________.
   What **country** is in D 5? ____________.

3. Find the **Russian Federation**. It is on page ___.
   In which square is the **River Ob**? __ __
   In which square is the **River Lena**? __ __
   In which square is **Moscow**? __ __
   Look on page 30. In which square is **Moscow** there? __ __

4. Find **Egypt**. It is on page ___.
   What is the name of the **city** marked in Egypt?
   __________.
   Name **three countries** in C 3. ____________, ____________, and ____________.

5. Find these towns in the **UK**. Write the page they are on and the grid reference.
   **Crewe** – page ____, grid reference - __ __.
   **Birmingham** ____ , _______.
   **Glasgow** ____ , _______.
   **London** ____ , _______.
   **Cardiff** ____ , _______.